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In the particular case of Uche Nduka, they are revelatory. The Bremen Poems
possibly provide the closest representation of overt political commentary we
have from Uche Nduka. The collection was published in 1995 and the poems
show the poet struggling to settle into his new society. There is mutual suspicion,
much uncertainty, some antagonism. The tensions of an exilic existence are still
traceable or readable from the poems but the fact of exile in Europe itself no
longer seems to matter.

How does one explain the ambiguities in the translocational representations of
these new Nigerian writers abroad. There is no sense of an indifferent attitude to
nation in these writings and utterances, not even for the most-lived-abroad among
the writers.

There is rather varying degrees of commitment to, and difficulty with, the nation
as a creative space or an information resource. In the most alienated of the
writers, often the ones who are least in communication or engagement with the
homeland, their difficulties with imagining and representing that space from
memory also becomes a central factor in their creative choices.

They are no longer at ease with home but home is still a formidable presence in
their creative unconscious. There are dreifuss biography of william in the
memory of many of these writers abroad, depending on the dreifuss biography of
william of their alienation.

As these imaginaries of an African national past increasingly locate outside the
continent, it can be asked dreifuss biography of william this frayed sense of
loyalty, which is poorly supported by actual experience, is in fact offering a
representative African literature, or a subverted one. If this African writing from
abroad is somehow already subverted, the consequence must be that it is also
empowered to be subversive relative to the imaginaries from home, or the
literature at home.

There is of course the assumption in this thinking that there is an authentic home
literature, which is itself not being progressively subverted by home-grown
interpretations and innovations. This new Nigerian literature abroad is exactly
that new. It is evolving, developing, fleshing out its features, not entirely certain
or settled about the preferences it is foregrounding.

This cautionary note has its use. It says there is opportunity to dialogue with these
writings and writers at the stage before positions and their oppositions stiffen,
and their projects become fully formed or finally determined. Though it is



morning yet on creation day for these writers, I believe it dreifuss biography of
william possible to construct a profile, or at least plot the tale, of the shifting
aesthetic under review.

Three factors are indicated in this regard there is a void, an absence, to be filled;
dreifuss biography of william is a difference, an otherness, to be explained, and
finally a politicisation of experience or location, which is to be engaged. These
factors are differently evident in the writers, and depend on individual
experiences. Marginality and duality (being in two minds or of two places) are
their determining subjectivities, but there is also the distance factor, by which
such issues as dreifuss biography of william of stay abroad, and frequency and
extent of contact with home also factor in their diasporic alienation or
dislocation.

Younger Nigerian writers abroad, in their work and utterances, are engaging
their experiences, finding meaning and comfort in informed interpretations of the
new ways they now have to live and work. Being forced to live outside your own
country, and away from your own people, separated from your familiars, is not
merely about relocations, and not even simply about loss and separation. Olu
Oguibe, a Nigerian artist and poet based in the United States, offers a similar
interpretation Our age may be marked by unprecedented freedom to depart from
home, to sojourn, and to venture even to the farthest reaches of the universe; yet
what emboldens us to leave dreifuss biography of william venture is the
knowledge that no matter how and when we depart, or how long or far we
journey, we may readily return, of our own free will, to all that is familiar to us
the scents, smells, liberties and safeties that we call home.
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